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 zombied awas are the best zombied are ting for nazi zombie dats right KingKido 27 January 2015 John is a great writer. I would
love to see this webcomic on paper. It could be one of the best comic strips that I have seen. It also brings back memories of
those times when I played the cd-rom games. Fen 26 January 2015 John you suck Steve 23 January 2015 I have been a fan of

yours since you made those flashback vids on youtube. Loved them, and I was disappointed that you were selling them. The next
thing I knew, you had a new product line. Well, here it is. 1. A BOY! 2. The World Of John Santilli 3. The Zombie Game The
first two you said you were gonna do. You owe me. I was dying for them. Since you have been making the webcomic, I have

been patiently waiting for it. Now, I can get all of them for FREE, and you can focus on the webcomic. Good luck with it. You
are great at what you do. I hope this helps. John Santilli This has always been a side project for me. The only reason I made the

money I did off the flashback videos was because I was working at a car wash during the time. That being said, I want to
continue doing this. However, I have a life now, and I'm just not sure when I will be able to fit this in. The zombie game will be

available on the website first, and then I will sell them from the website. 21 January 2015 I know I haven't been updating the
comic, but I have been working on a sequel to the flashbacks. I have a couple of really cool ideas about how to wrap this up. I'll
be posting more about it as I go. 19 January 2015 Just played the game, and let me tell you, the update was much better than I
was expecting. I will be updating the comic and the game a little more every week or so. 17 January 2015 Just played the game

for the first time. I was surprised 82157476af
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